OUR SERVICES AND PROPOSALS MENU
for an unforgettable holiday
Dear Guest,
we thank you for choosing the WEAL Chalet for your holiday.
For your convenience, please find below a list of services included and optional extras to better organize your stay
with us in Sestriere.

Services included in the package for your stay: utilities (water, power, gas); sheets, towels and blankets; fully
equipped kitchen (microwave oven, stove burners, fridge, freezer, pots and pans, utensils), excluding Deluxe Double
Room; TV, WiFi Internet connection, day check-in from 3:00pm to 8:00pm.
Late check-in, after 8:00pm, can be arranged upon request and will be subject to a € 20.00 supplement.
TOURIST TAX, mandatory: € 1.00 per person per day (children below 12 years of age are exempt)
ROOM CLEANING:

€ 80.00

DOG EXTRA CHARGE:

€ 10.00/day

PARKING GARAGE:

€ 50.00/ week

Upon arrival, a deposit of € 500.00 will be requested either in cash or by credit card, to be refunded at check-out.
The whole chalet WEAL is smoking-free.

In addition to the items above, we have also available several other fun and interesting services that can be either
reserved in advance or booked directly on the stop:

LIFT-PASS
It is possible to buy the VIALATTEA skipass, at the WEAL chalet, at the official prices. It is only necessary to
communicate it a few days before the arrival and the Weal staff will take care to deliver them directly to your room
on the day of arrival. This is to avoid queues and a waste of time on the first day of vacation!
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WELCOME KIT
We offer all our customers the option of having a small courtesy basket, with several basic products for a relaxed
arrival in the apartment.
Our welcome kit contains:
- table salt
- olive oil
- 2 toilet paper rolls
- sweet and savory snacks
- 2 small water bottles
- one roll of kitchen paper
- sugar
The basket cost is 15€ and it must be ordered some days in advance!

FIRST SHOPPING AND FIRST DINNER
In collaboration with MARCELLO SUPERMARKET and the restaurant - pizzeria IL CENTRO, CHALET WEAL offers to its
more demanding customers the option of finding their chosen shopping already done, or even the dinner they desire
ready, upon their arrival. Shopping proposals as well as the menu can be checked out in attachment.

BREAKFAST
The VERGNANO bar-café, 40 m from the gondola cableway departure station, as little as 50 m away from the Chalet,
offers a special WEAL customer price list for luxurious breakfasts before starting for a day in the snow! With WEAL,
all breakfast prices are discounted by 15%!

EQUIPMENT RENTAL
In partnership with SURF SHOP SESTRIERE, in via Pinerolo 14d, next to the ski tracks, we offer you the possibility of
renting all necessary skiing and snowboarding equipment, for as long as you need.

SCHOOL
Inside the WEAL staff there are 3 exceptional snowboard instructors: BIBA (instructor specialized with children and
disabled, and chalet manager) GIONATA CRAVIOTTO (instructor, local and expert freerider) and LUCA FIORINI (pro
rider, local and freestyle instructor), with whom you can take private snowboard lessons, all levels and all ages.
We can also offer ski classes in collaboration with the VIA LATTEA and YES schools, with the comfortable beginner
course only 100 meters away from the Chalet.
SPECIAL FOR KIDS: group ski lessons from 10:00am to 1:00pm, lunch, tea and baby-parking service until 5.00pm (3
days: € 260.00 // 5 days: € 400.00).
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SNOWBOARD TEST CENTER
For snowboard lovers, we offer free of charge the availability of the WEAL TEST CENTER, where the following
equipment will be available for free:
-Thirtytwo, boots
-Rome, boards and bindings
-Slash, boards
-Electric, faceplates
(Notice: it is necessary to have one's own equipment to be able to avail oneself of the TEST CENTER!)

REIKI TREATMENT SESSIONS
Starting this year, in our CHALET WEAL, you will be able to book and enjoy Reiki treatment sessions performed by
BIBA, in the comfort and relax of your own apartment. This is the best way to regenerate the harmony and wellbeing of body and mind, too often stressed and hurt by the grinding day-to-day city life.

GROCERY SHOPPING VOUCHER
Most Chalet apartments have a kitchen, so we thought of negotiating a convenient agreement for grocery shopping
during your stay. The MARCELLO Mini-Market, in via Pinerolo 14, offers a 10% discount deal on all purchases by
WEAL customers who will spend at least € 20.00. Delivery to the Chalet is also available.

BABY-PARKING SERVICE
The Baby-parking service is available at the ORSETTO ETTORE Baby-Club, or at the SHACKLETON HOTEL.

HIGH-ALTITUDE DINNER
WEAL suggests unforgettable evenings with a dinner at high altitude, at the ALPETTE restaurant (or in other
restaurants or cabins). The climb will take place on a fully equipped snow-cat and you will be able to descend either
with the snow-cat, or on ski/snowboard (descent on trail will only be possible if accompanied by an authorized
instructor).

SNOW MOTO SLEDS AND DOG SLEDS
Snow Moto sleds: you will be able to live new, unforgettable experiences aboard powerful, safe moto sleds. We
offer two alternatives based on your needs and experience: a fully equipped track, or complete excursions, even in
groups, to the most secluded valleys of the area. This always with rigorous care and accompanied by qualified,
experienced staff.
Dog sleds: Gliding on the snow in sleds pulled by splendid dogs will give you some hours of sincere, deep emotions
together with the oldest, best friend of Man - the dog!
A professional instructor will accompany you along a fantastic tour, illustrating the simple, basic commands you will
need to guide a sled by yourself, in total safety and autonomy. STRONGLY RECOMMENDED FOR KIDS!
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ALPS GUIDE and FREERIDE TOURS
We also offer the possibility of being accompanied by a competent, officially recognized mountain guide, for a day of
off-track skiing either using the available ski lift (using your own ski-pass) or completely in back-country, through the
shuttle service detailed above (for example on less known slopes with no ski lifts). It is necessary to have achieved a
medium or high proficiency level.
As an alternative, in collaboration with Gionata Craviotto, qualified coach as well as deeply familiar with the whole
territory, we suggest off-track tours, with or without using the ski lift, for all proficiency levels, in complete safety
and with the appropriate equipment.

These are just some examples of the possibilities we can propose.
For more details, please visit http://www.weal.it/activities/?lang=en

We do hope we have satisfied your requirements. We are at your complete disposal for any kind of query or further
explanation.
We are waiting for you in Val Susa,
WEAL staff
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